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The Weak Referentiality project has as its focus “nominal expressions that do not set up individual discourse referent (e.g. John is in jail. #It is a big building). Weakly referential nominals can appear bare (e.g. in jail), but in other cases they come with a (weak) definite or even an indefinite article (listen to the radio, take a taxi).”​[1]​ Musical instrument nouns form an interesting topic within this area, as they can occur bare in Dutch when they appear with the verb spelen ‘to play’. 

Claessen (2011) investigated the properties of musical instrument nouns in Dutch. She noticed that they can occur both bare and non-bare and created a framework that was able to make a link between their semantics and their syntactic properties. In this thesis musical instrument nouns in French will be discussed, closely following Claessen In French, musical instrument nouns cannot occur bare in constructions with jouer ‘to play’. This is interesting, as bare constructions in French are not impossible. Phrases like avoir faim ‘to be hungry’ or donner congé ‘to give notice’ are completely grammatical. Some researchers suggest the existence of a zero determiner to account for these cases.​[2]​ I will look at the occurrences of musical instrument nouns in French and will try to find parallels between musical instrument nouns in Dutch and in French. 

My these is built up as follows. First, a summary of Claessen’s research will be given and problems her framework faces will be discussed. Next, an overview of musical instrument nouns in French will be given. Chapter 4 considers the case of jouer du piano ‘to play the piano’. Why do constructions of this sort are formed in this way and not, for example, as *jouer le piano or *jouer au piano or *jouer de piano? This will be done by first looking at the properties of the verb jouer ‘to play’ and then by looking at the syntactic structure of the entire phrase. The notions that Claessen introduced in her framework will turn out helpful in answering these questions. 

In chapter 5 the framework proposed by Claessen will be applied to the French data. It appears that it is hard to analyse the French data into the framework, as the French data are more heterogeneous than the Dutch. Last, a conclusion of the findings will be given.


2. Musical instrument nouns in Dutch: a framework by Claessen

Claessen has taken up the task to describe the lexical and referential properties of musical instrument nouns in Dutch (Claessen, 2011). Her goal was to investigate the conditions under which constructions with musical instrument nouns can be bare and in which cases an article must be present. 

2.1 Musical instrument nouns in Dutch

Claessen starts out by presenting a list of types of occurrences of musical instrument nouns in Dutch. Roughly, four contexts can be distinguished. For example, the musical instrument noun can refer to the physical instrument:

(1)		Het 	orgel 	staat 	achter 	een 	smeedijzeren 	hekje.
			The 	organ 	stands behind 	a 		wrought-iron 	fence
			“The organ stands behind a wrought iron fence.”

Here, the physical instrument is referred to. 

Musical instrument nouns can also occur in situations presupposing or involving playing:
	
(2)		a. Ik 	speel 	piano.
				I 		play		piano
				“I play the piano.”
			b. Ze 	heeft 	gevoel 	voor 	het theatrale 	aspect van 	harp.
				She 	has 		feeling 	for 		the theatrical aspect of 	harp
				“She has a sense for the theatrical aspect of harp.”
			c. 	Hij 	won 	de 	tweede prijs 	met 		(de) 		viool
				He 	won 	the	second prize	with 	(the) 	violin
				“He won the second prize with the violin.”

In these examples, the musical instrument noun does not literally refer to the physical instrument, but rather to the activities the instrument is involved in. Furthermore, the construction in (2a) can be seen as a case of quasi-noun incorporation: the elements are closely-knit, but are not actually incorporated (Booij, 2009).





(3)		a. Hij 	heeft 	viool 	gestudeerd.
				He	has		violin	studied
				“He has studied violin.”
b. Hij 	geeft 		hoofdvak 	klarinet.
	He 	teaches	major 			clarinet
	“He teaches major clarinet.”

Last, musical instrument nouns can refer not to a specific instrument, but rather to the whole kind, as (4) shows:

(4)		Ook in muziek 	uit 		Afrika kom 	je 	accordeon 	tegen.
			Also in music		from 	Africa come  you 	accordion 	against
			“One also encounters accordion in music from Africa.”





In the semantics of the musical instrument noun, Claessen makes a distinction between the physical instrument and the music the instrument makes. The lexical semantic framework she uses is Pustejovsky’s (Pustejovsky 1995, Cruse 2011). In this framework, the different levels of representation of a lexical item are put forward.







The argument structure is explained by Pustejovsky as the behaviour of a word as a function. The event structure identifies the particular event type of the word, for example a state or a process. The inheritance structure shows how the word is linked to other concepts in the lexicon.





1. Constitutive role: as a whole consisting of parts; 
2. Formal role: as a kind, in contrast with other kinds in a larger domain;
3. Telic role: as having a certain function or purpose;
4. Agentive role: from the point of view of its origins, how was the object brought about?
	(Cruse, 2011, Pustejovsky, 1995)










Thus, a novel can be seen as a narrative. It can be either a book or a disk. Its function is to create an event where some person y reads it. Last, it is an artefact that some person z wrote.

Most words have relatively simple structures. However, other words are ambiguous and therefore require a more complex analysis. For example, bank may mean a river bank or a financial institution. What is more is that there can be meaning alternation that is slightly more subtle. The word book can refer to its content, which is the text, or to the physical object. 

Pustejovsky’s framework deals with cases of polysemy in the following way. He introduces the notion of dotted objects. When a word has two senses, like book has, these two senses combine into a third sense, which Pustejovsky calls the dotted object. The dotted object is placed in the qualia structure.







The noun can refer to two different things: either to the information it contains or to the physical object. The dotted object combines these two senses. Formally, a person y can hold the book. From a telic perspective, we can speak of an event e, where a person w reads the information x that is contained in the physical object y. Last, from an agentive perspective, there is an event e’ where someone v wrote the information x that can be found in the physical object y. 

Claessen then links the different aspects that play a role in constituting the meaning of the musical instrument noun to the constructions they occur in. She observes that in Dutch a musical instrument noun that denotes the physical object cannot be bare, as shown in (6):
	
(6)		Zodra 			hij aan *(de) 	piano zit 	valt 	elk 		ongemak 	van 	hem 	af.
			As-soon-as he at 	the 		piano sits	falls every 	discomfort from him 	off
			“As soon as he sits at the piano, every discomfort is from him.”

Here, the musical instrument noun denotes the physical instrument and it cannot occur bare.

Non-bare constructions can refer to both the object and the music, as illustrated in (7) below:
	
(7)		a. Het orgel staat 	achter een smeedijzeren hekje.
				The 	organ 	stands behind 	a 		wrought-iron 	fence
				“The organ stands behind a wrought iron fence.”
b. Er 		speelde 	een 	kwintet 	met 	de 	piano 	als 	doordringendste 	stem.
	There 	played 	a 		quintet 	with the piano 	as 	most-prominent 	voice
	“There played a quintet with the piano as the most prominent voice.”

These examples show that non-bare constructions can denote either the physical instrument, as in (7a) or the music the instrument makes, as in (7b).

The non-bare constructions can also be the referents of the quale. It may for example refer to the quale of playing, as (8) shows:
	
(8)		Ik heb 	een 	ongewone 	benadering 	van 	de 	piano.
			I	have 	an 	unusual 		approach 		of 	the 	piano
			“I have an unusual approach to the piano.”

The musical instrument noun in (8) does not denote the physical instrument or the music, but rather the playing quale.


2.3 Claessen’s framework and its issues

Claessen notices that Pustejovsky’s lexical structure fails to account for all data. For example, difficulties occur in cases of metonymy and phrases that refer to teaching, like (9):

(9)		Hij 	is docent 	blokfluit 	aan 	het conservatorium van 	Münster.
			He 	is teacher 	recorder 	at 	the conservatory 		of 	Münster
			“He teaches recorder at the conservatory of Münster.”

(9) is problematic because the musical instrument noun does not just refer to playing. A TEACHING-quale would be needed to account for the whole range of activities involved in teaching an instrument at a conservatory.

Claessen then proposes a new framework in order to capture the fact that on a lexical level musical instrument nouns can denote the physical object, the music and that it can get an agentive reading. She replaces Pustejovsky’s qualia structure by relational properties, which describe the relation between the two arguments. In the case of musical instrument nouns, this is a relation between the physical object and the music. Claessen states that this is an agentive relation: an agent is engaged in an activity involving the musical instrument.

She then shows that her framework can account for the three patterns of determination found in musical instrument constructions: 

1. Constructions that are obligatorily non-bare denote part of the argument structure.
2. Constructions that are obligatorily bare denote the agentive relation of the relational properties.
3. Constructions that can be both bare and non-bare denote the agentive relation or the music. (Claessen, 2002: 37)

This framework is able to account for more data than Pustejovsky’s framework does. However, there still are some questions that remain unanswered.

First, modification sometimes seems to complicate the picture. The modifier van André Rieu in (10) e.g. does not simply refer to the possessor of the violin but rather to the agent who is making music with the violin:

(10)		Ze 		stonden 	te walsen 		op *(de) viool 	van André Rieu.
			They 	stood 		to waltzing 	on (the) violin 	of 	André Rieu
			“They were waltzing on the violin of André Rieu.”

If van André Rieu refers to the agent, it seems plausible to assume that violin not only denotes the music but also the agentive relation. We would then expect both the bare and the non-bare construction to be possible. This however is not what the facts show.

A more complex question is why the distribution is the way it is. One specific subquestion that will be relevant for the French data I will be analysing is why viool ‘violin’ in (11) is obligatorily bare – at least in as far as (11) refers to the ability someone has to play the violin.

(11)		Ze  speelt (*de) viool.
			She plays     the violin
			“She plays the violin.”

Following Claessen, the unacceptability of de should be due to the fact that viool in this construction can only denote the agentive relation of the relational properties. However, one might wonder why this is the case and, perhaps even more importantly, whether an analysis along the lines of a music mass use is not possible. Claessen does not really develop this point. She does, however, seem to suggest that we cannot be dealing with a mass reading of viool on the basis of the examples in (12). I will first discuss the facts in detail and then return to Claessen’s argumentation about why viool in (11) cannot get a music mass use. 

(12)		a. Ik hoor 	(veel) 		viool.
    I 	hear		(much) 	violin
	“I hear a lot of violin music.”
b. Ik 	speel 	(veel) 		viool
	 I 		play 	(much) 	violin
	“I play a lot of violin.”

(12a) allows for two interpretations. The first can be brought about if we think of a conservatory in which several people, in different rooms, are playing the violin and the speaker is in the corridor listening to all the music. In this case, veel viool can be interpreted as a lot of violin music at one point in time. The second interpretation can be brought about if we think of a representative of a record company whose job is to find the best violin players. He probably goes to a lot of concerts and has the habit of hearing violin music. In this case, veel viool can be interpreted as a lot of violin music over a stretch of time. 

In the descriptions I have given so far, I have analysed veel unambiguously as a determiner modifying viool. Another analysis of the same facts is to take veel to be a determiner on the first interpretation but a frequency adverb, modifying the whole VP, on the second interpretation. If we were to stick to (12a), the analysis of veel as a determiner seems to be preferable on economy grounds. (12b), on the other hand, can only get one interpretation, viz. the one in which a lot of guitar music is played over a stretch of time. 

If we assume the unified determiner analysis of veel this seems to come as a surprise: if veel only functions as a determiner, we do not seem to have any reason to expect (12b) to have only one reading. The ambiguous analysis we suggested would fare better: following Booij (2009), we could assume that vioolspelen ‘to play the violin’ is an incorporation construction and does not allow for determiners. The only role veel could have then is that of a VP-level frequency adverb, which gives us the stretch of time reading. On the basis of (12b) we would then prefer an ambiguous analysis of veel in (12a) according to which it can function both as a determiner and as a VP-level frequency adverb. 

Now that I have presented the facts in (12), I can return to Claessen’s argumentation against a mass use analysis of viool in (11). The argument – even though it is not fully spelled out – would go as follows. If viool in (11) had been a mass noun, we would expect it to be modifiable by veel as in (12b) and give rise to the same interpretations as the mass noun use we find in (12a). The fact that we only get the frequency interpretation suggests that we are not dealing with a standard mass noun and that the mass character of viool cannot be taken to explain why it occurs without the definite article in (11). 

In Chapter 4, I will argue that in one variant of the French version of (11), viool functions as a mass noun (in French this is indicated by the partitive determiner du):

(13)		Je joue du  violon.
			I   play DU violin
			‘I play the violin.’








This chapter summarized Claessen (2011). She found that musical instrument nouns can either refer to the physical instrument or to the music the instrument made, but also that there is an agentive reading. She uses Pustejovsky’s framework as a basis and replaces the qualia structure, which is quite specific, with relational properties. She then states that constructions that are obligatorily non-bare denote part of the argument structure. Obligatorily bare constructions denote the agentive relation of the relational properties, whereas constructions that can be both bare and non-bare denote the agentive relation or the music. However, the framework does not always predict the right constructions. Furthermore, musical instrument nouns in constructions with playing can be analysed as mass, even though Claessen argues that this is not the case. 


3. Musical instrument nouns in French: a descriptive approach

In Dutch, musical instrument nouns can occur either in bare or in non-bare constructions. They can refer to the instrument in general, to the physical object, to the relation between the player and the instrument or to the activity of playing or teaching. They refer to the physical instrument, the music or an agentive relation between the player and the instrument. This chapter will contain a brief survey of musical instrument nouns in French. Six different contexts in which musical instrument nouns can occur will be discussed.

Taking up Claessen’s method, examples of their occurrences have been looked up in the database of LexisNexis​[3]​ (LN) or on Frantext​[4]​ (FT). Sentences were also taken from the French Wikipedia-page​[5]​ (W) about the piano and some examples were adopted from the work of Jean-Claude Anscombre (1996) (ANS).

First, musical instrument nouns occur in contexts where the activity of playing is clearly put forward. For example: 

(14)		a.	J'	ai 		commencé le 	piano à 	sept 	ans. (LN)
	I 	have 	begun 			the 	piano at seven years
	“I began playing the piano when I was seven.”
b. C’était à 		l'occasion 		d'	un 	récital de piano. (LN) 
	It was	at 	the occasion 	of a		recital of piano
	“It was during a piano recital.”
			c. Un 	jeu 	de guitare exceptionnel 	et 	cette 	voix 	qui réchauffe. (LN)
	A 	play of guitare exceptional		and	that 	voice 	that warms
	“A case of exceptional guitare-playing and a voice that warms.”
			d. L'		homme 	qui 		joue 	du 	piano. (FT)
	The man			who 	plays   DU 	piano
	“The man who plays the piano.”
			e. Le   violon 		est 	difficile. 	(ANS)
				The violin  	is  	difficult
				“The violin is difficult.”

All these sentences refer to the activity of playing, whether made explicit as in (14b) or more implicitly, like in (14e). Furthermore, the activity of playing can be either in the present, in (14b) or an action that occurs through time. This is illustrated in (14a), where the activity of playing the piano has occurred repeatedly through the years and still continues.

Another context that can be distinguished is that of the music that is brought about by the instrument:

(15)		a. Populaire 	mais souvent négligée par les organisateurs de concert, la 
				Popular		but	 often		ignored	by  the organisers      of concert, the
				guitare classique n'	avait 	plus 	de grand festival 	en Belgique. (LN)
				guitar	 classic	  not had 	more	of grand	festivals 	in	 Belgium
				“Popular but often overlooked by concert organisers, classical guitar has 								not had a grand festival in Belgium ever since.”
b. Les cordes 		de guitare faisaient 	penser 	à 		Alain. (LN)
				The chords 	of guitar   made			think		at		Alain
				“The guitar chords reminded us of Alain.”
c. Le 	piano 	trouve sa 	place 	dans une multitude de styles 	musicaux. (W)
				The	piano	finds	its	place	in		a		multitude	of styles	musical
				“The piano belongs to a wide range of music styles.”
d. Le 	violon convient 	bien 	à 		une ambiance 		romantique (Ans)
	The 	violin agrees with	well 	at		an	atmosphere	romantic
	“The violin goes well with a romantic atmosphere.”

Third, musical instrument nouns can occur in contexts that are about classes, courses and competitions. For example: 

(16)		a.	Un voyage enchanteur 	pour 	les 	élèves 		de 	la 	classe 	de 	piano du
				A	journey 	enchanting 	for 		the students 	of 	the	class	of		piano of the 
conservatoire. (LN)
conservatory
“An enchanting journey for the students of the conservatory piano class.”
b. Douze 	élèves 		des 		1er	 et 		2e 		 cycles de piano au 	    Conservatoire 
Twelve 	students of the 	first	 and 	second grade of piano 	at the Conservatory d’	Issoudun sont 	allés,	 une journée, à Paris. (LN)
of  Issoudun were went, 	one 	day, 		to Paris
“One day, twelve first and second grade students of Piano at the Conservatory went to Paris.”
c. Il 		préside 	ce 	week-end 	le 	jury du 		concours international de piano 
He 	presides this 	weekend 	the 	jury of the concours international of piano
à 	Mayenne. (LN)
in Mayenne
“This weekend he presides over the jury of the international piano concours in Mayenne.”


d. Ils 		ont 		participé 		à une 	rencontre 	master class de 	guitare (LN)
	They 	have 	participated 	at a 		meeting 		master class of 	guitar
	“They participated in a guitar master class.”
e. Il est professeur de guitare au Conservatoire royal de Bruxelles (LN)
	He is teacher of guitar at the Conservatory royal of Brussels
	“He teaches guitar at the Conservatory of Brussels.”

In all of the above examples, all musical instrument nouns appear in the context of teaching, class or competition. 

Fourth, musical instrument nouns are also used in combination with a music piece:

(17)		a. Trois 	romances 	pour hautbois 	et 	piano (LN)
				Three romances 	for	hobo			and piano
				“Three romances for the oboe and the piano.”
b. Beaucoup 	d'	œuvres, 	célèbres dans leur 	version pour 	orchestre 	ont 		été 
Many 			of works, 	famous 	in 	their 	version for 	orchestra 	have 	been
écrites 	à 	l'		origine 	pour le 	piano. (W)
	written 	at the 	origin 		for 	the 	piano
	“Many works, famous for their orchestra versions, were originally written for piano.”
c. Le 	répertoire pour piano classique 	débute 	à 	la 	fin 	de l'		époque 
The repertoire for 	piano classic 		starts 		at the 	end 	of the era
baroque (W)
	baroque
	“The repertoire for the classical piano begins at the end of the Baroque era.”

In these contexts, the musical instrument noun occurs bare and combines with the preposition pour ‘for’. 

Besides a context where there is a relation between the instrument and the music piece, there is also a meaning that refers to the relation between the instrument and the player. This can be seen in the examples in (18):

(18) 	a.  D'un côté, tellement d'artistes de la guitare à faire connaître (LN)
				Of one side, so much of artists of the guitar to make know
				“On one hand, many guitar artists to make their acquaintance.”
b. En guitare classique, Benoît Albert (LN)
	On guitar classic, Benoît Albert





c. Ensuite 	Annie Règnard et 	Yves Pierre Evin ont 	interprété 	au 			piano,
Next 		Annie Règnard and 	Yves Pierre Evin have interpreted on the 	piano
à 	quatre mains des «Duets 	Barcarolle». (LN)
	at four 	hands 	des ‘Duets 	Barcarolle’
	“Next, Annie Règnard and Yves Pierre Evin interpreted the ‘Duets Barcarolle’ for piano for four hands.”
d Alexandre Bodak est 	un 	virtuose du 		piano. (LN)
	Alexandre Bodak is 		a 		virtuose of the 	piano
	“Alexandre Bodak is a piano virtuose.”

In these sentences, we can speak of an instrument being played on, as in (14). However, the small difference is that the relationship between the player and the instrument is more explicit. Notably, there often is a reference to the physical instrument, indicated by the preposition à ‘at’ or en ‘on’, as in (18c)

Last, there are contexts in which reference to the physical instrument only is made. This can be seen in the following examples:

(19)		a. Alors 	elle se 			mettait 	au piano, un vieux quart de queue désaccordé. (FT)
				So 		she herself placed 	on the piano, an old quarter of wing out of tune.
				“So she placed herself behind the piano, an old grand piano that was out of tune.”
b. Henri entendit les 	notes d'	un 	piano (FT) 
	Henri 	heard 		the 	notes of 	a 		piano
	“Henri heard the notes of a piano.”
c. Le	professeur, M. Ribotton, faisait des 		dictées 		musicales, c'est-à-dire 
	The 	teacher, 		M. Ribotton, 	made 	DES 	dictations 	musical, 		that-is-to-say
qu'	il 		jouait 	au 			piano des 	notes 	qu'	on devait 	écrire dans un
that he 	played on the 	piano DES notes 	that we must 	write 	on 	a
cahier 			spécial. (FT)
	notebook 	special
	“The teacher, M. Ribotton, made musical dictations, which meant that he played on the piano notes that we had to write down in a special notebook.”

d. Le 	piano est un 	instrument 	de 	musique polyphonique à  clavier. (W)
	The piano 	is 	 an 	instrument 	of 	music 		polyphone     at keyboard 
	“The piano is an instrument for polyphone music with keys.”
e. Le 	piano possède 	le 	plus 	souvent 	un 	pédalier de deux ou trois 
The piano possesses the 	most 	often 		a 		pedal 		of two   or three
pedals.(W)
	pedals
	“The piano most often has two or three pedals.”
f. Les touches 	du 		piano sont généralement 	faites en épicéa 	ou en tilleul. (W)
	The keys 		of the 	piano are 	generally 			made on spruce or on linden
	“The piano keys are usually made of spruce or of linden.”
The musical instrument nouns in these sentences refer to the physical instrument. For example, in (19a), there is a particular piano, in front of which someone takes place. The preposition à ‘at’ is used here in combination with a determiner. In (19a-c) we can speak of specific use: a reference is made to a certain piano. In (19d-f) a different type of reference is made. They are not about a certain piano, but discuss pianos in general. 

Summarizing, we saw that musical instrument nouns can occur in different contexts. These are: the activity of playing, the music made by the instrument, teaching or competition, music piece, relation of player and the instrument and last, the physical instrument. Just like in Dutch, musical instrument nouns in French can denote either the physical object, the music or the agentive relation. 


4. A case study: the nature of jouer du piano

So far, we saw that musical instrument nouns can occur in different contexts and grammatical structures. Depending on their environment, they take up one of three meanings: the music, the physical object or a relation, as Claessen (2011) suggested. In this chapter a particular construction will be investigated, namely jouer du piano ‘playing the piano’.

The analysis of jouer du piano ‘playing the piano’ and jouer de la guitare ‘playing the guitare’ begs the explanation of the nature of du and de la. There are two possibilities to describe the syntactic structure of phrases of this kind:

(i) 		[jouer de [la guitare]]
(ii) 		[jouer [de la guitare]]

The first structure takes de to be a preposition that is linked to the verb. The musical instrument noun is an indirect object. Jacquet (2003) notices that in constructions like (i) the preposition de has no intrinsic meaning. However, he fails to see the second analysis of the syntactic structure of these constructions. In (ii), de is placed closer to the noun, creating a direct object. In this chapter, the two possibilities will be explored.

4.1 To play or not to play: properties of the verb jouer

In order to give an analysis of the construction jouer du piano, first the properties of the verb jouer ‘to play’ have to be made clear, both semantically and syntactically. For an outline of the meaning of the verb, I turned to the online dictionary of the Centre National de Ressources Textuelles et Lexicales​[6]​. The entry of jouer ‘to play’ provides us with a wide range of senses and environments the verb occurs in. 

4.1.1	Occurrences of jouer in French

The verb jouer ‘to play’ in French has many different meanings and can occur in different grammatical constructions. It can occur as an intransitive verb or as transitive and it can carry with it a direct object or an indirect object. For this short overview, I will give six senses of the verb and its syntactic properties in that particular context. Next, an analysis of the semantics of jouer will be given.





				“They are playing together.”
b. L'	enfant joue 	à 		la  	balle.
	The child 	plays 	at 	the 	ball.
	“The child plays with a ball.”
c. Il 	a 		joué 	une balle.
	He 	has 	played a 		ball
	“He passed the ball.”

The subject in these sentences is always a person. There are three meanings, all dependent on the syntactic construction. The intransitive use refers to an abstract activity of playing, that has not been determined properly yet, as the first example illustrates. The transitive indirect use shows a relation between the player and the object, as shown by (18b). The transitive direct use implies that the object changes location. For instance, in (18c), a ball goes from one person to the other. 

Another sense is one that is about participating in a game that involves money:

(21)		a.	Il 		joue 	à 		la 	lotterie.
				He 	plays 	at 	the 	lottery.
				“He participates in the lottery.”
b. Il 	joue 	une forte somme.
	He 	plays 	a 		large sum
	“He places a large bet.”

When the object is indirect, reference is made to the game, whereas a direct object implies an action within a game. For instance, to say that someone takes part in a lottery is done by using the indirect object, as (21a) shows. 

A third sense relates to playing sports:

(22)		a.	Il 		joue 	au football.
				He 	plays 	at	 soccer
				“He plays soccer.”
b. Cette équipe joue 	la 	finale.
	That   team 	plays 	the 	final
	“That team is playing the final.”

The verb can be either transitive indirect, where the sport itself is indicated as the object, as in (22a), or it can be transitive direct, where a particular part of a tournament is meant, like in (22b).

Furthermore, the verb can have the meaning of handling an object:

(23)		a. Elle joue 	de l'éventail.
				She plays 	of the fan
				“She plays with a fan.”
b. L'	homme 	joue 	du 	pistolet.
	The man 		plays 	the 	gun
	“The man handles the gun.”

Again, the subject is always human and the object can be either direct or indirect.

A sense of music and theatre can also be emphasized, as shown by the examples in (24) below: 

(24)		a. Elle joue 	du 	piano.
				She plays 	DU piano
				“She plays the piano.”
b. Le 	musicien joue 	une ballade.
	The musician plays 	a 		ballad
	“The musician plays a ballad.”
c. Le radio 		joue 	un 	de 	ces 		airs mélancoliques. (FT)
	The radio 	plays	one of 	these 	airs melancholic
	“The radio plays one of these melancholic airs.”
d. L'	ensemble joue 	un opéra.
	The ensemble plays an opera
	“The ensemble plays an opera.”
e. Il 	joue 	le/	un 	rôle/mauvais.
	He 	plays 	the/	a 		role/bad one
	“He plays the/a role/bad guy.”

In these examples, the object is often something abstract, e.g. a music piece or a theatrical role. Furthermore, the subject can be the agent that produces the music, like in (24c). The dictionary states that jouer can occur with a prepositional complement which specifies the musical instrument, like jouer du piano ‘to play the piano’. The verb can also be used in an intransitive way, to state that someone acts out a role, like Il joue (avec talent) ‘He plays (with talent)’. 

Last, there is a sense of something playing or moving:

(25)		a. Un ruisseau 	qui 	se 	joue 	dans la 	prairie.
				A	stream 		that REFL plays 	on 	the 	prairie
				“A stream that flows through the prairie.”   
b. Ce 		piano joue 		faux.
	This 	piano plays 	false.
	“This piano is out of tune.”
This last meaning is similar to the first. However, in this case, the subject is not a person but an inanimate object.

4.1.2	What it means to play

An overall meaning of jouer that is present in many of its separate senses is that during playing a different type of reality is being created. We all have our “normal” reality, but as soon as we start “playing”, something is added: there are new rules and regulations, a type of contract that the contestants agree to. These rules hold as long as all contestants agree to follow them. However, this is not always the case. Playing may also refer to something physical: an object changing location as in jouer une balle ‘play a ball’ or something moving or happening. 

Often, the process of playing is made up of different actions. For example, when we say that two people have been playing Monopoly for hours, we know that they played a game that involved setting up the board, rolling the dice, buying and selling streets, houses and hotels, et cetera. Similarly, playing a role also comprises the entire set of actions that make up the role.

The above cannot be applied to all constructions. For example, jouer une balle ‘pass the ball’ refers to a specific action of the player, namely the passing of a ball to someone else. There is a clear beginning and an end: the ball is in possession of the first player, the action of passing is executed, resulting in a state where the ball is now in possession of another player. The same goes for playing a card or, for example jouer une forte somme ‘placing a large bet’.

Musical instrument nouns require another type of interpretation. One might say that it combines the two above given analyses. Playing an instrument presupposes, like in playing a game, a sum of interconnected actions that make up the act. For example, when we say that someone is playing the piano, we mean that someone is sitting near a piano and pressing the keys with his fingers, thus creating music. Now the question can be asked: what are the necessary and sufficient conditions for playing a musical instrument? One might sit behind an electrical piano, pressing the keys but making no sound, as the instrument is not turned on. Might it then still be said that he is playing the piano? Or what about when someone with absolutely no skill decides it is time to give a concert and starts randomly hitting the piano keys. Is that still playing the piano?

One might go one step further and speak of playing a note. This expression is even more complicated. What does the word note refer to? It is the black dot on a score that represents a tone that can be brought about by a musical instrument. To play a note then means that the dots on the sheet music are used as a referent for the player to know what tone to bring forth next. Notes still exist even when they are not brought into act, tones do not. To say that someone cannot read notes means that he cannot see what tones and sound nuances the dots on the paper refer to. One might compare this to letters: these too are just some shapes on paper that represent sounds that have not yet been brought into act. 

Note that the last example, (25b) Ce piano joue faux ‘This piano is out of tune’, gives rise to some further questions. Can one, for example, speak of a piano playing? Which notion of playing is necessary in this case? In the sentence there is no musician present that creates the sounds. We might also utter this sentence about a piano that is simply standing in a corner, not producing any music. What is more is that one rarely claims Ce piano joue juste ‘This piano is in tune’. Perhaps the meaning of the sentence may be best described as there being a piano that, if played on, creates notes that do not sound right. 

The given overview shows that jouer can co-occur with different types of objects. These range from something concrete, like balle ‘ball’ or pistolet ‘gun’ to something abstract as la finale ‘the final’ and une ballade ‘a ballad’. 

As has already been mentioned above, the transitive use can be subdivided into direct and indirect. A direct object in this case often signifies a close relationship between the object and the verb. In many cases, this object is an abstract entity, for example in jouer un opéra ‘play an opera’. The playing here refers to creating something that comprises a set of rules that apply in the activity of the playing. However, one also notices that some direct objects refer to a concrete entity, like in jouer une balle ‘pass the ball’. When jouer occurs with a transitive indirect object, this object is more often concrete than abstract, like in jouer à la poupée ‘play with dolls’. 

The intransitive use only relates to the subject: there is no object; the verb refers only to a particular action the subject executes. Its meaning is often a type of movement. Also, the intransitive use can be a synonym for happening or occurring, just as in English. 

The above findings may be linked to the observations of Romero-Lopes (2002). She investigated the behaviour of this verb and its different senses. She distinguishes between two types of variations: variations in sense that occur when the verb is in a certain syntactic context (like transitive or intransitive) and variations in sense that occur when the verb combines with certain constructions, like prepositional phrases. An example of the latter is:

(26)		Les enfants 	jouent sur 	la 	rue.
			The children play 	on 	the 	street
			“The children are playing on the street.”

An important notion Romero-Lopes introduces is the distinction between act and potential. She argues that the complement of the verb is a whole of properties that make it into an object of the actualisation. These properties p are in potential and have or are given a certain amount of autonomy during actualisation. For example, when playing a role, this role is being separated from other roles; it gets a unique status. Also, when playing the piano, the sounds of the piano may be seen as autonomous with respect to the player. The music is already “in” the piano, in potential, and is brought into act by the player. When jouer is used transitively, there is a distinction between the subject (that brings something into act), and the object (which carries the properties p). In the intransitive mode subject and object are one. The subject carries the properties p. 





Summarizing, the verb jouer can occur in different contexts and has different senses. In this short overview, we distinguished six: someone is playing, playing a game involving money, playing sports, handling an object, music and theatre and, last, something is playing. The verb can either refer to a physical object changing location, like in jouer une balle ‘to pass the ball’ or to the creation of a different type of reality where participants agree to a certain set of rules. This is the case in sense of playing a game or playing sports. Romero-Lopes (2002) speaks of a distinction between act and potential, where the verb jouer is used to bring certain properties of the object into act. The verb can be used intransitively, where a meaning of motion is often portrayed. It can also be transitive, where the object can be either direct or indirect. 

4.2		The nature of piano

As has already been said, it is not clear at first glance whether du piano in jouer du piano ‘playing the piano’ is an indirect object of the verb jouer or whether it is a direct object. When analyzing this issue the distinction between count nouns and mass nouns is of great importance, which will be elaborated further on.

4.2.1	Direct or indirect object?

As we saw in section 2.1, in Dutch, when musical instrument nouns combine with the verb spelen ‘to play’, they occur bare. In French, something interesting happens: bare use is impossible and insertion of de is obligatory. de can be either a preposition or a partitive. This notion of partitive is of some importance here and thus requires some elaboration.

A partitive is a word or phrase that takes a part out of a whole. For example, in English we say:
	
(27)			I will have some water.
	
Here, some is a partitive. In French, du (masculine), de la (feminine) and des (plural) are partitive determiners. 
When the musical instrument noun is an indirect object of jouer, de is a preposition. When the musical instrument noun is a direct object, however, de must be analysed as a partitive. 

According to the findings about the verb jouer, musical instrument nouns are its prepositional complement. The following sentences support this claim:

(28)			a. Max joue 	du 	violon, et 	il 		(en+*le) 	joue 	fort 		bien.
					Max plays 	DU 	violin, and he 	(on+it) plays 	much 	well
					“Max plays the violin, and he plays it very well.”
b. Max joue 	du 	Bach, et 		il 		(en+le) joue 	fort 		bien.
		Max plays 	DU 	Bach, and 	he 	(on+it) plays 	much 	well
		“Max plays Bach, and he plays it very well.”

(28a) shows that it is not possible to refer back to du violon using le. The preposition en ‘on’ is obligatory. This proposition can replace a prepositional phrase introduced by de  (Jones, 1996:269). In (28b) du Bach can be seen as a direct object, considering that it can be replaced by le in the second part of the phrase. Furthermore, it seems as if du violon is not a mass noun, for mass nouns can be referred back to using both en and le, like du Bach in (28b).  So, the musical instrument noun seems to be a prepositional object. 

However, a short empirical study using Google points out something interesting. The following sentences were used as a search query:

(29)			a. Qu’		est-	ce que tu	joues 	comme 	instrument?
					What 	is 		it 	that you play 	as 			instrument
					“What instrument do you play?”
b. De quoi est-	ce que tu 	joues?
		Of what is 		it 	that you play
		“What instrument do you play?”

(30)			a. Tu 		joues 	quoi 	comme 	instrument?
					You 	play 	what 	as 			instrument
					“What instrument do you play?”
				b. Tu 		joues 	de 	quoi 	comme	instrument?
		You 	play 	of 	what 	as 			instrument
		“What instrument do you play?”




So far, we saw that the musical instrument noun in constructions like jouer du piano ‘play the piano’ can be interpreted either as an indirect object or as a direct object. 

What happens when the musical instrument noun is analysed as a direct object is that it has properties similar to mass nouns. Thus, a mass reading is possible. To fully understand this, a short explanation of the distinction between mass and count has to be given.

Mass nouns are nouns that refer to entities that are not necessarily made up of discrete subsets. Count nouns, on the other hand, do refer to discrete occurrences of the noun. Both types have their own grammatical properties. Mass nouns in English and Dutch can occur without a determiner, in French they often appear with du and de la.  They cannot be pluralized and are quantifiable with words as a little and much in English and beaucoup de ‘a lot of’ and peu de ‘a little’ in French. Count nouns have the exact opposite properties: they need a determiner when they occur in the singular, they can be pluralized and are quantifiable with a few, many and numerals.​[7]​

Some nouns can be easily defined as being either mass or count. Other nouns can have both meanings, depending on the verbs and constructions they occur with. Claessen (2011) gives the following example:

(31)			A 	Do you like fish?
				B 		(i) Yes, it tastes delicious.
	   					(ii) No, I don't like sea animals.

This example shows that the word fish can either have a mass reading, in being an edible substance, or a count reading, in being a type of animal.

Claessen claims that musical instrument nouns in constructions like gitaarspelen ‘to play guitar’ do not display mass use, as was already discussed in section 2.3.
Claessen is right, at first glance. In French, as in Dutch, musical instrument nouns are not supposed to display mass use. However, we saw that reanalysis could have taken place. This is very plausible, as the musical instrument noun as a direct object shows properties of mass use.

First, plurality is excluded, considering the ungrammaticality of the following sentence:
	
(32)			*Je joue 	des 	pianos.
				 I 	 play	DES pianos
				“I play pianos.”

The musical instrument noun cannot be pluralized in this construction.​[8]​

As plurality is impossible, also other quantification leads to ungrammaticality:

(33)			*Je joue deux pianos.​[9]​
				 I 	 play  two  pianos
				“I play two pianos.”

As mentioned above in section 4.2.1, mass nouns in French combine with de, which can be considered a partitive in these cases. Take a look at the following examples:

(34)			a. Luc a 		vu 		la 	pomme.
					Luc has 	seen 	the 	apple
					“Luc saw the apple.”
				b.	Luc a 		vu 		de la 	pomme.
					Luc has 	seen 	of  the apple
					“Luc saw apple.”





(35)			a. Luc entend 	le 	piano.
					Luc hears 		the 	piano
					“Luc hears the piano.”
				b. Luc entend 	du 	piano.
					Luc hears 		DU 	piano
					“Luc hears piano music.”

In (35b), the object receives a mass reading. The sense of du piano is the music that is being heard. The first sentence roughly implies that there is a piano near Luc which is making music.

In short, constructions like jouer du piano ‘to play the piano’ can be interpreted as either a verb with a prepositional complement or as a verb with a direct object. If du piano is an indirect object it is fairly easy to explain the ungrammaticality of *jouer le piano: this is ungrammatical because the preposition de is missing. If du piano is analysed as a direct object, on the other hand, a different explanation is needed. From now on, the indirect object analysis will be put aside and I will look closer at the direct object analysis. This is because the latter gives rise to interesting questions. For example, why is this reanalysis of the prepositional complement as a direct object plausible?  And why does the musical instrument noun as a direct object select de + le/la and not just a definite article? This is the topic of investigation in the next section.

4.2.3	Drinking water and playing the piano: properties of de

Jean-Claude Anscombre (1996) investigates the properties and possibilities of the partitive determiner. He observes that it is often impossible for a partitive construction to be in the subject position in a sentence:

(36)			a. *Du 	lait 		est 	bu 		par les 	chats.
					DU 	milk 	is 		drunk by 	the 	cats
					“Milk is drunk by cats.”
b. *Du vin 	est 	bon 		pour 	la 	santé.
		 DU wine is 	good 	for 		the 	health
		“Wine is good for your health.”

However, there are also sentences containing a partitive construction in subject position that are completely acceptable:

(37)		a. Du 	lait 		a 		été 	envoyé 	en 	Bosnie.
				DU 	milk 	has been sent 		to 	Bosnia
				“Milk was sent to Bosnia.”
b. Du vin 		a 		taché 		la		nappe.
	DU wine 		has  stained 	the 	tablecloth
	“Wine has stained the tablecloth.”
Partitive constructions can also occur in object-position, as (35b) shows. They can also be part of constructions that appear without an infinitive, as Anscombre shows. For example:
	
(38)			Les 	enfants, 		ça 	donne du 	souci. 
				The children, 	that gives 	DU worries
				“Children, it leads to worrying.”

which actually carries the interpretation of

(39)			Elever 	des 	enfants, 		ça 	donne du 	souci.
				Raising 	DES children, 	that gives 	DU worries
				“Raising children, it leads to worrying.”

What we see here is that in the first sentence, the infinitive verb is left out, but still a correct sentence can be formed. This can be compared to sentences containing musical instrument nouns:

(40)		a. Jouer 		du 	violon est 	difficile.
				Playing 	DU 	violin 	is 		difficult
				“Playing the violin is difficult.”
			b. *Du violon est 	difficile.
				DU 	violin 	is 		difficult
				“Violin is difficult.”

It appears that it is not possible to leave out the infinitive in this case, considering the ungrammaticality of (40b).

I will now try to make a link between typical mass nouns, like water, and the musical instrument nouns. I will do this by combining the nouns with typical verbs like boire ‘to drink’ for water and jouer ‘to play’ for the musical instrument nouns and the verbs voir ‘to see’ and entendre ‘to hear’, respectively. I choose voir because it can be used for both mass and count objects.  I choose entendre for constructions with musical instrument nouns because, when du piano is turned into mass it gets the music reading, as we saw in (34), Furthermore, I will look at their respective behaviour when combined with the word meme ‘same’. 









(41)		a. Tu 	as 		bu 		de l’		eau.
				You have 	drunk DE LA water
				“You drank water.”
b. Tu 	as 		bu 		de 	la 	même eau 		que moi.
	You have 	drunk DE 	LA 	same 	water 	as 	me
	“You drank the same water I did.”
c. Tu 	as 		vu 	 de l’		eau.
	You have 	seen DE LA	water
	“You saw water.”
d. ?Tu 	as 	vu 		de 	la 	même eau 		que moi.
	 You 	have seen 	DE 	LA same 	water 	as 	me
	“You saw the same water as I saw.”

e. Tu 	as 		bu 		l’		eau.
	You have 	drunk the 	water
	“You drank the water.”
f. Tu 	as 		bu 		la 	même eau 		que moi.
	You have 	drunk the 	same 	water 	as 	me
	“You drank the same water I did.”
g. Tu 	as 		vu 		l’		eau.
	You have 	seen 	the water
	“You saw the water.”
h. Tu 	as 		vu 		la 	même eau 		que moi.
	You have 	seen 	the 	same 	water 	as		me
	“You saw the same water as I saw.”
 
In (41a) de l’eau is used as a mass noun. It states that water has been drunk, but not the exact amount. Therefore, the partitive determiner de la is used. In (41b) eau is not a mass noun anymore. This is because of the insertion of même: mass has to be transformed into count in order to make it possible to refer to the extension of the noun. In this case, one does not speak of any water, but of a specific occurrence or instantiation of water, namely the water that has already been drunk. This change from mass to count also results in a different syntactic structure of the sentence. One might see the syntax of this sentence as Tu as bu de [la même eau] que moi, where la même eau can be replaced by anything that could have been drunk of. 

The story is different for the verb voir. (41c) is grammatical and has a mass reading. (41d), however, is problematic. What gives rise to its awkwardness is the distinction between bounded and unbounded use. The determiner de la enforces unbounded use, whereas même needs the referent to be something bounded. 

We can also notice that voir does not combine with de as boire is able to (like: boire d’une source ‘to drink from a source’). A construction like *Tu as vu de [la même eau] que moi is therefore ungrammatical. 
Let us now turn to the musical instrument nouns and create the same paradigm:

(42)		a. Tu 	as 		joué 	du 	piano.
				You have 	played DU piano
				“You played the piano.”
b. *Tu as 		joué 	du 	même piano que 	moi.​[10]​
	 You have 	played DU same 	piano as 		me
	“You played piano in a similar style to mine.”​[11]​ 
c. Tu as 			entendu du 	piano.
	You have 	heard 		DU 	piano
	“You heard piano music.”
d. *Tu 	as 	 entendu du même 	piano que moi.
	 You 	have heard 	DU same 		piano as me
	“You heard the same piano music as I did.”​[12]​

			e. *Tu 	as 		joué 	le 	piano.
				You have 	played the piano
				“You played the piano.”
			f. ?Tu 		as 		joué 	le 	même piano que 	moi.
				 You 	have 	played the 	same 	piano as 		me
				“You played on the same piano as I did.”
g. Tu 	as 		entendu le 		piano. 
	You have 	heard 		the 	piano
	“You heard the piano.”
h. Tu 	as 		entendu le 		même piano que 	moi.
	You have 	heard 		the 	same 	piano as 		me
	“You heard the same piano that I heard.”

What can be noticed first is the ungrammaticality of (42b). Here, it differs from typical mass nouns like water, compared to (41b). (42c) requires the reading that someone has heard piano music, just like the (42d). However, insertion of même renders an ungrammatical sentence. This might be explained by arguing that in this case too, like in (41d), we can speak of unbounded use. No definite amount of piano music has been determined and therefore it cannot combine with même.  

Why (42e) is ungrammatical will be discussed in a moment. (42f) is slightly awkward and does not occur often. Its meaning may be that someone has played on the same piano as somebody else. The last two sentences are grammatical; they both refer to a certain physical piano. 






It can be an indirect object, like in the first and in example (41b) or a direct object, like the second and in example (41a). The reading of the noun depends on it being a direct or indirect object. As a direct object, it refers to the presence of water and someone has drunk it. When it occurs as an indirect object, a partitive construction is used. This implies that there is a source of water, from which other people can drink as well. 

Now consider musical instrument nouns. Musical instrument nouns cannot occur as a direct object with le or la in phrases with jouer, like *tu as joué le piano ‘you played the piano’. This is because this implies an action concerning the physical object. The physical object is literally moved within a space, like in jouer une balle ‘pass a ball’. There is no more room for a music reading. 

It thus seems that by adding the partitive, a mass reading is being forced, just like it happened in the constructions with eau ‘water’. Using the partitive determiner and thus creating a mass reading leaves room for the music interpretation. The definite article le or la can only receive the physical interpretation when the musical instrument noun is in object position. As shown earlier, in subject position the musical instrument noun can refer to the music or to playing:

(43)			a. Le 	violon convient 	bien 	à 		une ambiance 		romantique (Ans)
		The 	violin agrees with	well 	at	an	atmosphere	romantic
		“The violin goes well with a romantic atmosphere.”
b. Le violon est difficile. 
The violin 	is difficult
					“The violin is difficult.”





To conclude, let us recap the main question of this chapter: what is the structure of phrases like jouer de la guitare? There are two possibilities:

(i)		[jouer de [la guitare]]
	(ii)	[jouer [de la guitare]]

The findings about the nature of jouer and the nature of de suggest that these options are both correct. The verb jouer combines with the preposition de and a musical instrument noun. The musical instrument noun, in these cases, is an indirect object. However, the construction may have undergone reanalysis: the determiner de and the musical instrument noun are no longer seen as an indirect object, but rather as the direct object of the verb jouer, thus creating a tighter connection between de and the musical instrument noun. This is a plausible explanation, as the musical instrument noun shows properties of mass use. It cannot be pluralized or quantified. In the prepositional complement analysis, *jouer le piano is ungrammatical because the preposition de is missing. In a direct object analysis the reason why it is not possible to say *jouer le piano is that the definite article forces a physical interpretation where an agentive reading of the relational properties is required. 


5. Comparing two languages: why Claessen’s framework does not apply to French

What we have seen so far in both Pustejovsky’s and Claessen’s framework is an attempt to create a link between possible meanings and their linguistic structure. By providing a framework of the semantics of a lexical item, some of their behaviour in sentences can be explained and predicted, although there are still some difficulties. What happens when we apply Claessen’s framework to the French data?

Let us first look back at what we saw in Dutch. In Dutch, constructions with musical instrument nouns can be either bare or non-bare, where in non-bare use the definite article may be a weak definite. 

Now compare the following Dutch sentences to their French translations:

(44)		a.	Ik speel (?de) 	piano.
				I   play   (the) 	piano
				“I play the piano.”
			b. Ik 	studeer 	(*de) gitaar.
				I 		study 		(the) guitar
				“I study the guitar.”
			c. 	Ze 	won de 	eerste 	prijs 	voor (	*de) 	viool.
				She 	won the 	first 	prize 	for 		(the) violin
				“She won the first prize for the violin.”
	
(45)		a. Je joue du 	piano.
				I  play  DU piano
				“I play the piano.”
			b. J’étudie 	la 	guitare.
				I study	the	guitar
				“I study the guitar.”
			c. Elle a 		gagné le premier prix de violon.
				She has 	won		the first prize of violin
				“She has won the first prize for the violin.”

In Dutch, the above sentences are obligatorily bare, denoting the agentive reading of the relational properties. In French, however, there is more heterogeneity. (45b), for example, cannot be expressed with a bare construction. This is curious, however, because necessarily non-bare constructions have been said by Claessen to denote either the physical object or the music, which is not the case.

The next example leads to a similar observation:
(46)			Le 	violon est 	difficile.
				The violin 	is 		difficult
				“The violin is difficult.”

This construction is obligatorily non-bare in French. Obligatorily non-bare constructions denote part of the argument structure according to Claessen’s observations. This means that either the physical instrument or the music is referred to. However, this is not the case in the above example. The physical instrument is not difficult, neither is the music. What is meant is the agentive relation between the physical instrument and the music: playing the violin is hard. We might then expect bare use to be possible as well, but this is not an option.

What we see, then, is that in French constructions which are never bare refer to the agentive relation, instead of the argument structure. This means that in French, the definite article can denote the physical instrument, as well as the agentive relation:
	
(47)		a. Le 	piano est noir.
				The piano is 	black
				“The piano is black.”
			b. Le violon 	est difficile.
The violin 	is 	difficult
				“The violin is difficult.”
c. 	J’étudie la guitare.
I study	the	guitar
				“I study the guitar.”

(47a) refers only to the physical object, whereas (47b) and (47c) refer to the agentive relation. 

Summarizing, in French musical instrument nouns can occur:
	non-bare with de + le/la
	J’entends du piano. 
	‘I hear piano music.’		
		Je joue du piano. 
		‘I play the piano.’			
	non-bare with a definite article
	Le violon est difficile	.
	‘The violin is difficult.’	
	Le piano est noir.	
	‘The piano is black.’
	bare
      	Il est professeur de guitare au Conservatoire royal de Bruxelles.
		‘He is a guitar teacher at the Royal Conservatory of Bruxelles.’
Note that the first occurrence (non-bare with de + le/la) can be either analysed as a prepositional complement of the verb jouer or as a direct object, requiring mass reading. 

The non-bare constructions with de + le/la are used for playing situations. The bare construction is often used in contexts of teaching, competing or reciting. Last, the non-bare construction with a definite article can be used to denote either the physical instrument or the agentive relation. 

We saw that the existing framework is unable to account for French data. The use of only relational properties is not enough. For example, in Dutch, both of the following occurrences are bare and can be explained by referring to the agentive reading of the relational properties:

(48)			a. Hij is docent blokfluit.
					He is teacher recorder
					“He teaches recorder.”
				b. Ik 	speel 	piano.
					I 		play 	piano
					“I play the piano.”

In both examples, the agentive reading of the relational properties is referred to, in (48a) as teaching and in (48b) as playing, and thus the musical instrument nouns occur bare. However, in French there is more heterogeneity in the case of the relational properties. One cannot simply state that in this reading, the musical instrument noun must be bare. This is illustrated by the findings in chapter 3:

(49)			a. 	Il 	  est professeur 	de 	guitare.	
					He is 	teacher 		of 	guitar
					“He is a guitar teacher.”
				b. Je joue 	du piano.
					I 	play 	DU piano
					“I play the piano.”
				c. Le 	violon est 	difficile.
The violin 	is 		difficult
					“The violin is difficult.”

What we see here is that the musical instrument noun can be either bare or non-bare, but that all sentences still refer to the agentive reading of the relational properties. 







Bare	Agentive relationIk 	speel piano.I   play 	piano“I play the piano.”
Non-bare	Physical instrumentHet 	orgel 	staat 	achter 	een 	smeedijzeren 	hekje.The 	organ 	stands behind 	a 		wrought-iron 	fence“The organ stands behind a wrought iron fence.”MusicEr 		speelde 	een 	kwintet met 	de    piano 	als 	doordringendste 	stem.There 	played 	a 		quintet 	with  the  piano 	as 	    most-prominent 	voice“There played a quintet with the piano as the most prominent voice.”
Both	Agentive relation or MusicHij won de  tweede prijs  met  (de) 	 viool.He won the second prize with (the) violin“He won the second prize with the violin.”
a. Musical instrument nouns in Dutch

Occurrence	Denotation
Bare	RECITING-qualeIl 	est professeur de guitare.	He is  teacher 	 of  guitar“He is a guitar teacher.”
Non-bare (le/la)	Agentive relationLe   violon est difficile.The violin  is   difficult“The violin is difficult.”Physical instrumentLe   piano est noir.The piano is 	black“The piano is black.”
Non-bare (du/de la)         	Agentive relationJe joue 	du piano.I 	play 	DU piano“I play the piano.”MusicTu    as 	     entendu    du 	piano.You have 	heard 		DU 	piano“You heard piano music.”
b. Musical instrument nouns in French

In Dutch, the agentive relation contains the playing as well as the teaching quale, whereas in French, this is split up into the agentive relation and a RECITING-quale. The latter is used for teaching, competitions or reciting situations.






In this thesis, musical instrument nouns in French were investigated. As a starting point, Claessen’s research on musical instrument nouns in Dutch (2011) was used. Her framework seems to face some difficulties as it does not always predict the right constructions.

Next, an overview of the occurrences of musical instrument nouns in French was given, showing their different uses. These are: the activity of playing, the music made by the instrument, teaching or competition, music piece, relation of player and the instrument and last, the physical instrument. These occurrences are similar to the occurrences in Dutch.

What then followed was a case study of jouer du piano ‘to play the piano’, which appears to be an odd construction. This is because constructions of this type can be analysed in two ways: 

(i)		[jouer de [la guitare]]
(ii) 	[jouer [de la guitare]]

In (i) it is a prepositional complement of the verb jouer, in (ii) it is a direct object. It seems that the musical instrument noun is originally an indirect object, but that it has been reanalysed as a direct object. As a direct object, it portrays properties of mass use: the musical instrument noun cannot be pluralized nor quantified and it cannot occur with a definite article. 

The direct object analysis was looked at more closely, using examples and findings from Anscombre (1996). A comparison between typical mass nouns like water and musical instrument nouns like piano was made. As was already discussed in chapter 2, musical instrument nouns can refer either to the physical object, to the music or to an agentive reading. I found that in object-position, only the physical object can be meant. Therefore, *jouer le piano is incorrect, as it also has to include a music and an agentive reading. 









	non-bare with de + le/la
	J’entends du piano. 
	‘I hear piano music.’		
		Je joue du piano. 
		‘I play the piano.’			
	non-bare with a definite article
	Le violon est difficile	.
	‘The violin is difficult.’	
	Le piano est noir.	
	‘The piano is black.’
	bare 
      	Il est professeur de guitare au Conservatoire royal de Bruxelles.
		‘He is a guitar teacher at the Royal Conservatory of Bruxelles.’

The non-bare constructions with de + le/la are most often used for playing situations. Bare constructions often denote a situation of teaching, competing or reciting. The non-bare construction with a definite article can be used to denote either the physical instrument or the agentive relation. When the musical instrument noun is in object position, however, the agentive reading is not possible with a definite article. 

In chapter 5 Claessen’s framework was applied to the French data. It turns out that it cannot account for the French data, as constructions with musical instrument nouns in French are more heterogeneous than in Dutch. For example, the agentive reading of the relational properties can occur either bare or non-bare. Even this non-bare use can be split up in non-bare use with a definite article or non-bare use with de. Because of this difference between the two languages, the framework has to be altered to be able to account for the French data. A possibility would be to add a RECITING-quale, involving situations of teaching, competing and reciting. Constructions that are obligatorily bare denote this RECITING-quale. These findings have been schematized in (50). 
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^1	  For further information on the Weak Referentiality project see the website: http://www.hum.uu.nl/medewerkers/b.s.w.lebruyn/weakreferentiality/project.htm
^2	  See Laurence Benetti, (2003) L’article zéro en français contemporain, Publications Universitaires Européennes
^3	  LexisNexis Academic (2012)
^4	  ATILF Analyse et traitement informatique de la langue française. FranText Base Textuelle 
^5	  Wikipedia. ‘Piano.’ 16 april 2012  http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Piano	
^6	  Centre National de Ressources Textuelles et Lexicales. (2012) ‘Jouer.’ 15 april 2012http://www.cnrtl.fr/definition/jouer
^7	  For more on mass and count in French see J. Doetjes, (2001) ‘La distribution des expressions quantificatrices et le statut des noms non comptables.’ 
^8	  One must note that the impossibility of plurality can also be explained from the indirect object point of view, where the musical instrument noun gets a count reading. However, one must then think of a more abstract, unique entity about which general statements can be made, like Le piano a des clés ‘The piano has keys’. This is a statement about the kind piano. (See also Aguilar-Guevara & Zwarts (2010) on the kind analysis of weak definites. 
^9	  One might argue that there is a way to make (32) correct, namely to interpret it as someone playing on two pianos at the same time. However, these constructions are extremely rare. 
^10	  This sentence can in rare cases, be seen as grammatical. The meaning is then that someone plays in the same style as someone else. However, this use is extremely exceptional and therefore the construction will be considered ungrammatical.
^11	  This sentence is judged ungrammatical by native speakers. Their claim was, however, that its sense is something similar to the translation, even though a native speaker would never formulate it like this.
^12	  Again, this sentence is ungrammatical and problematic to translate.
^13	  An exception is found for verbs that select a mass object, like aimer ‘to love’. It is okay to say J’aime le piano ‘I like piano’ and to refer to the music.
